MOSAIQ®
Teleport
Easy, fast,
painless importing

MOSAIQ® Teleport
Save time and streamline the
document import process with
MOSAIQ® Teleport. With just a
few clicks, users can quickly and
easily get important information
from various sources directly into
MOSAIQ—without the need to
print, scan, convert and import
records. Teleported documents
appear in MOSAIQ in a common
PDF format, giving you complete
information at your fingertips.
Associating plan documents to radiation Rx

Snip anything on your screen
MOSAIQ Teleport lets you snip any portion of your screen and
import it as a document directly into MOSAIQ. This feature is
useful when the same page contains information that should go to
different patient records or belongs in different document types.

Import items instantly
Capture faxes, emails, photos, treatment plans and records from other EHRs and
send them to MOSAIQ with just a few clicks. Simply click Print to Teleport, or
drag and drop your item and complete a brief form. Users can quickly and easily
edit and split a file into multiple encounters or append separate documents
together into a single Teleport encounter. Drag and drop thumbnails into the
order you’d like them to display when they are teleported into MOSAIQ.
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Split a document into multiple encounters and collect metadata for imported files

Create watch folders
By setting up watch folders, MOSAIQ Teleport
will check for new information periodically and
alert you when an item is ready to Teleport into
MOSAIQ. Users can take over watching a folder
from another user, ensuring important items
aren’t missed. Stop watching a folder by removing
the check mark next to the folder name.

Get duplicate import alerts
Similar to MOSAIQ eScribe/eScan modules, MOSAIQ
Teleport warns you about possible duplicate
imports if the encounter date and document
type match one that was already imported
with the same criteria for the same patient.

Ability to edit and append (merge) documents prior to
MOSAIQ import
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For almost five decades, Elekta has been
a leader in precision radiation medicine.
Our more than 4,000 employees worldwide
are committed to ensuring everyone in
the world with cancer has access to—and
benefits from—more precise, personalized
radiotherapy treatments.
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